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Abstract  

A conjunctive query uses the logical conjunction operator and is a special case of a first-order query. First-

order queries can be used to write several conjunctive queries. Processing conjunctive queries on public 

cloud platforms with both keyword and rang conditions while maintaining privacy is a major challenge. No 

previous privacy-preserving conjunctive query processing scheme based on searchable symmetric 

encryption (sse) has been able to meet the three requirements of adaptive protection, effective query 

processing, and scalable index size. In this paper, we introduce the first privacy-preserving conjunctive 

query processing scheme that meets all three of the above criteria. An indistinguishable bloom filter (ibf) 

data structure for indexing is proposed to achieve adaptive protection. To achieve efficient query processing 

and structural indistinguishability, we recommend indistinguishable binary tree, a highly balanced binary 

tree data structure (ibtree). We suggest an ibtree space compression algorithm to remove redundant 

information in ibfs in order to achieve scalable and compact index sizes. A traversal minimization algorithm 

is suggested to improve search efficiency. We suggest updating algorithms to make our scheme dynamic. 

Using the ind-cka secure model, we show that our scheme is adaptably secured. This paper's main 

contribution is the achievement of conjunctive query processing with strict privacy guarantees and practical 

speed and space efficiency. Our tests revealed that our system is both fast and scalable. In the case of 

millions of records, processing a query takes just a few milliseconds. 

 

 

Key  Terms— Adaptive Ind-Cka Security, Indistinguishable Bloom Filter, Searchable Symmetric 

Encryption, ,Cloud Computing, Privacy Preserving Conjunctive Queries.  

 

I. Introduction  

Cloud computing is a new model for controlling and distributing resources over the internet that has 

recently gained traction. It's reshaping the information technology landscape and, in the end, making the 

long-awaited promise of utility computing a reality. With technology advancing and developing at such a 

rapid rate, it is important to comprehend all facets of it. The anatomy, description, characteristics, affects, 

design, and core technologies of the Cloud are all covered in this chapter. It categorises Cloud 

implementation and service models and provides a detailed overview of Cloud service providers.  
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We're speeding into a new age in which we collect data and conduct costly computations haphazardly on 

remote servers—the CLOUD, to use a common idiom. The cloud computing paradigm is depicted in 

Figure 1 with its features, implementation models, service offerings, and components. Although the cloud 

has many benefits, such as pay-per-use, cost efficiency, accessibility, and a distributed computing 

environment, it also poses significant concerns regarding data protection, as data stored in the cloud can be 

harmed by unauthorised user access. 

 
Fig 1: Cloud computing paradigm 

SSE (searchable symmetric encryption) allows a client to encrypt data while also allowing it to be searched. 

SSE's most immediate use is cloud storage, where it allows a customer to safely outsource data to an 

untrustworthy cloud provider without losing the right to search it. SSE has been the subject of active study, 

with a variety of schemes proposed to achieve different levels of protection and performance. However, 

every functional SSE scheme should have the following properties (at a minimum): sublinear search time, 

protection against adaptive chosenkeyword attacks, compact indexes, and the ability to efficiently add and 

remove data. Unfortunately, none of the previously identified SSE structures achieves both of these 

properties simultaneously. SSE's functional utility is extremely limited as a result, and its chances of being 

deployed in a real-world cloud storage environment are slim. 
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Fig 2 Searchable encryption model. 

The basic architecture of a SE scheme is depicted in Figure 2, which consists of four steps: 1. The 

encryption of Data. The data to be outsourced to the server is encrypted and submitted to the server by the 

data owner (or a recipient, depending on the scenario). The encrypted data will usually be divided into two 

parts: (a) Data objects that have been encrypted: Strict key cryptography is usually used to encrypt the data 

items that the data owner wants to send to the server. A unique identifier is assigned to each encrypted data 

object (ID). (b) Index that is secure: A secure index is developed, allowing the server to learn the IDs of 

related encrypted data items and locate them on the server using a search token. 2. Transfer of the user's 

hidden key. The owner of the data creates a hidden key for a customer and sends it to them. Using their 

secret key, the user will create search queries. 3. Make a search question. A user (or data owner) creates a 

keyword search query and sends it to the server, which then decides which encrypted data objects satisfy 

their search. 4. The outcomes of the quest. The user's search results can be in one of two formats: (a) IDs of 

encrypted data items that satisfy the search token-associated query; (b) Encrypted data items that satisfy the 

search token-associated query. In cases where the consumer may not need access to the individual data item 

(for example, during statistical analysis of encrypted data), the former response is preferable to the latter 

since it requires lower communication costs. The server locates the encrypted data items satisfying the query 

using the collection of IDs in the above answer, which increases the search time. In this paper, we look at 

search results that are made up of IDs of encrypted data objects that only satisfy the query associated with 

the search token. 

II. Related work  

The adaptive IND-CKA security model proposed in [8] is used in this paper, and it is by far the best 

security model for SSE based keyword query schemes. The term "IND-CKA" refers to the index's 

indistinguishability under chosen keyword attacks, and "adaptive" refers to the adversary's query selection 

method. The adversary in the adaptive IND-CKA model adaptively selects queries based on previously 

selected queries, trapdoors, and query outcomes. In the non-adaptive IND-CKA model, on the other hand, 

the adversary selects all queries at once and obtains the corresponding trapdoors and query results. These 

two models have different levels of protection. Under the non-adaptive IND-CKA model, a scheme is safe 

only if the queries are not based on the secure index or previous search results. In contrast, a stable scheme 

based on the adaptive IND-CKA model provides security even though queries aren't independent of the 

secure index or previous search results [10]. 
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Adaptive Chosen Keyword Attack Semantic Protection (ind-cka). Intuitively, our security model 

attempts to catch the idea that an adversary A cannot deduce the contents of a document from its index other 

than what it already knows from previous query results or other sources. To give you an idea of how the 

game works, it goes like this: Assume that the challenger C hands the adversary A two equal-length 

documents V0 and V1, each with a different (possibly unequal) number of words and an index. A's task is to 

figure out which text is encoded in the index. If distinguishing between the indexes for V0 and V1 is 

difficult, then deducing at least one of the terms that V0 and V1 do not share from the index must be difficult 

as well. If A can't say which text is encoded in the index with a probability greater than 1/2, the index doesn't 

disclose much about its contents. We prove the semantic security of indexes using this formulation of index 

indistinguishability (ind). It's worth noting that safe indexes don't mask information like document size, 

which can be gleaned by decrypting the documents. Let's call this index scheme (Keygen, Trapdoor, 

BuildIndex, SearchIndex). To define semantic defence against an adaptive chosen keyword attack (ind-cka), 

we use the following game between a challenger C and an attacker A — Prepare for the case. The challenger 

C generates a set S of q terms for the adversary A to use. A selects multiple subsets from S. 1 S is the list of 

subsets that is returned to C. C runs Keygen to create the master key Kpriv after obtaining S, and C uses 

BuildIndex to encode the contents of each subset in S. Finally, C sends all of the indexes to A, along with 

their corresponding subsets. Inquiries A is permitted to ask C a question about the word x and obtain the 

trapdoor Tx for x. Tx allows A to use SearchIndex on an index I to see if x I exists. 

 

After performing some Trapdoor queries, A chooses a challenge by selecting a nonempty subset V0 

S and generating another non-empty subset V1 from S such that |V0 V1| 6= 0, |V1 V0| 6= 0, and the total 

length of words in V0 equals that in V1. 2 Finally, A must not have asked C in V04V1 about the trapdoor of 

any term. Following that, A hands over V0 and V1 to C, who selects b R 0 and 1, calls BuildIndex(Vb, 

Kpriv), and returns IVb to A. The task for A is to figure out what b is. A is not permitted to ask C for the 

trapdoors of any word x V04V1 after the challenge has been given. A finally outputs a bit b 0, which 

represents its best guess for b. AdvA = |Pr[b = b 0 ] 1/2|, where the likelihood is over A and C's coin tosses. 

 

The adversary is a model of a computational environment's adversarial behaviour. The adversary is 

usually permitted to influence (or corrupt) some of the parties in a network of communicating parties. The 

adversary is adaptive if the adversary is allowed to corrupt parties during the computation; otherwise, the 

adversary is non-adaptive [14]. Since attackers in a computer network can break into computers during the 

computation, the adaptive adversary models realistic security threats better than the non-adaptive adversary, 

as pointed out in [14]. If an attacker violates the authentication mechanism during the computation, it may 

adaptively select queries and execute them to obtain the corresponding results in our computational 

paradigm. 
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III. PROPOSAL WORK  

 

The optimized IBtree is IND-CKA Theorem (Security). 

 

L-secure against an adaptive adversary.  

Proof: First, we create a simulator S that can generate a simulated index using the information revealed by 

the leak-age function LS, as shown below. It uses the simulator SE, which is guaranteed to exist by the CPA-

security of Enc, to simulate the encrypted data items D = d 1, d2, • • •, dn, as well as the value n and the size 
of each encrypted data object, which are both included in the performance of LS. It generates an IBtree T 

according to IBtree Description 4.2 using the identifiers ID = id1, id2, • • •, idn used in the leakage feature to 
simulate IBtree index I. It then selects m random e-bit strings (s 1, s2, • • •, s m) as m keys for the m twin 
numbers that will be used to select cells. It's worth remembering that the leakage feature LS includes m. The 

simulator now creates an IBF Bv with the same size as the corresponding IBF in I for each node v in T. By 

flipping a coin in the i-th twin of Bv, the simulator stores either 0 at Bv[i][0] and 1 at Bv[i][1], or vice versa. 

The coin values are also stored locally by the simulator. Finally, the adversary receives this simulated index 

T from the simulator. 

 

We transform both the deletion and insertion operations into the activity of alteration when upgrading an 

IBTree. The IBFs in the path from the root to the leaf node that the data item is associated with are 

reconstructed to alter a data item in an IBTree. As a result, the simulator uses the same method of 

constructing IBFs mentioned above to generate new IBFs to change the corresponding part of the index T to 

simulate updating given L U. 

The simulator is then used to simulate queries on T. Let Bp stand for the IBF in T's root. If B p[li ]=1 and 

any IBF B in the direction between the root and the leaf, 

We say d can be reached by li since B has a position liB that corresponds to li by a random hash function and 

B[l iB]=1. The data set for position li, denoted as D(li), is the list of all data items that li can access. Let's say 

the simulator gets a question qi. Due to the revealed search pattern in LQ, the simulator knows if this query 

has been performed before or not, according to the leakage feature LQ. If it has been done before, the 

simulator gives the adversary the same trapdoor tqi. If not, the simulator produces a new trapdoor tqi as 

shown below. Note that a set of location-hash pairs is a query's trapdoor. From the leakage function LQ, the 

simulator knows the number of location-hash pairs and the query result set Rqi for qi. Assume that the 

simulator's trapdoors have a limit of p location-hash pairs. The simulator selects p locations and ensures that 

they meet the conditions D( l1)D(l2)• • •D (lp) = Rqi. The simulator then produces a random string as the 
hash for each selected location and issues these p location-hash pairs to q I as the trapdoor. Notice that if 

position l was chosen for previous queries' trapdoors, and each data item d 2 Rqi can be reached by l, then l 

can also be chosen for qi's trapdoor. 

 

The random oracle can be used to associate a data set D(li) with an unused position li in Bp. The simulator 

programmes the bit b that the random oracle outputs for a twin in the IBF of a tree node v in the following 

way: if a data item dx needs to be included in D( li) and v is on the path from the root to the leaf node for dx, 
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then the simulator lets b be the bit so that Bv[liBv][ b]=1 and randomly selects an unused position in both its 

left Otherwise, if v is not in the path from the root to any leaf node of data item d in D(li ) where d 6=dx and 

the parent node of v is in that path, then the simulator lets b be the bit and chooses no positions in the IBFs 

of its left and right child nodes to correspond to liBv. 

If a probabilistic polynomial time adversary issues a query, the simulator will create a trapdoor for it in the 

same way as before. Because of the pseudo-random function and CPA-secure encryption algorithm, the 

adversary cannot distinguish between the trapdoor provided by the simulator and the query result generated 

by the simulated index T. As a result, our scheme is IND-CKA stable. 

 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS  

Time to Process a Query 

 

The query processing time of IBtree CQ is calculated in milliseconds, according to experimental results. The 

average query processing time of IBtree CQ increases from 2.2 to 7.4 milliseconds and from 4.7 to 38.1 

milliseconds, respectively, when the query result size is set to 50 and the 2 and 3 dimensional data set sizes 

are increased from 0.5 million to 5 million. When the data set size is set to 5 million, the average query 

processing time of IBtree CQ increases from 4.1 to 11.1 milliseconds for 2-dimensional data and from 9.1 to 

83.2 milliseconds for 3-dimensional data. 

 

 
Fig. : Ave. Query Time when |R| = 50 

 
Fig. : Ave. Query Time when |D| = 5 million 
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Our traversal width and depth minimization algorithms significantly boost search performance, according to 

experimental results. IBtree CQ consumes orders of magnitude less time when handling queries than IBtree 

C. When we set the query result size to 50 and increase the size of the data sets from 0.5 million to 5 million, 

the average query processing time for 2-dimensional data increases from 2.2 to 7.4 milliseconds, while 

IBtree C increases from 123.7 to 3996.4 milliseconds; for 3-dimensional data, the average query processing 

time increases from 4.7 to 38.1 milliseconds, whereas IBtree C increases from 166 to 17911 milliseconds. 

When we set the data set size to 5 million and the result set sizes to 0 to 100, IBtree CQ grows from 4.1 to 

11.1 milliseconds for 2-dimensional data, whereas IBtree C grows from 1049.4 to 5621.5 milliseconds for 3-

dimensional data; IBtree CQ grows from 9.1 to 83.2 milliseconds for 3-dimensional data, whereas IBtree C 

grows from 4791 to 34350 milliseconds. Figures and display the average query processing time for these two 

systems, both using logarithmic coordinates. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

There are four major contributions that we make. To begin, we present the first privacy-preserving 

conjunctive query processing scheme that meets all three requirements of adaptive protection, efficient query 

processing, and scalable index size. Several novel concepts, such as IBFs and IBtrees, are incorporated into 

our system. Second, we present the first probabilistic trapdoor computation algorithm for generating multiple 

trapdoors for a single query. To achieve space efficiency and query time efficiency, we propose the IBtree 

space compression algorithm and the IBtree traversal minimization algorithm. Finally, we tested our 

approach on two real-world data sets. Our scheme is fast in terms of query processing time and scalable in 

terms of index size, according to experimental results. 
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